In this paper we review some of our recent results on the design 01 critically sampled and oversampled filter banks for multiple description coding. For the case of critically sampled filter hanks, we show that optimal filters are obtained by allocating the redundancy over frequency with a reverse 'water-filling' strategy. Then we present faniilies of ovcrsanipled filter hanks that attain optimal perfomlance as well.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple Description (MD) coding is a source coding technique for inlormation transmission over unreliable networks. A MD coder represents an information source using multiple hit streams (descriptions). Each individual description provides an approximation to the original message, and multiple descriptions can refine each other to prciluce a better approximation than that attainable by any single one alone. The simplest fomiulation of the MD prohleni involves only two descriptions. This is the so called case of two channels and three receivers. The source generates two descriptions at rates RI and Rz. If both descriptions are received then the decoder can reconstmct the source at sonie small distortion value Do (the centraldistortion). but ifeither one is lost, the decoder can still reconstmct thesource at some higher distortion DI or 112 (the side distortions).
Early papers on MD cciling are information theoretic in nature and try to find the set of achievdhle values for the quintuple ( R I , Rz, Do, D I , Dz) [6. 15. I. 28. 27. 13. 25. 26, 51. The MD problem can be generalized to more than two channels and more than three receivers. The natural extension is to M channels and 2" -1 receivers. The situation of three channel and seven receivers wds studied by Zhang and Berger [27] . While an achievable region for the A4-channel case has been Sound recently [22].
Several efforts have also been made to design practical MD cciling systems. These systems can be divided into two main f ailies which follows two diflerent philosophies. One locuses on the problem of designing particular quantizers that can meet the MD constraint, while the other family uses ordinary quantizers and get the MD property from the choice of a particular transform. In this paper, we consider the communication model depicted in Figure 1 . An input sequence z[n] is fed through an M-channel filter bank followed by downsampling by N . The A4 output sequences are then separately scalar quantized with uniform scalar quantizers and sent over A4 different channels. Each channel either works perlectly or not at all. 'The decoder receives only M -e of the quantized output sequences, where e is the number of erasures during the transmission. The reconstuction process is linear. We wish to find pmperties of the Alter banks that minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the input and the reCOnstNcted sequences. The case M = N (critically sampled filter banks) is treated in the next section. We show that in this case optimal filter banks Somi a hiorthogonal basis. In Section 3 and Section 4.
we consider the case when M > N and present faniilies of oversampled filter banks that achieve optinial p e r f m m " . Finally, we conclude in Section 5 by showing a simple application example.
CRITICALLY SAMPLED FILTER BANKS
In this section. we consider the classical two-channel filter hank scheme. that is. we I I S S U~C A1 = N = 2. Moreover. we assume the input sequence 2[1i.] to be a stationary Gaussian randonl process with known statistics. The two output sequences are independently coded at rates RI and R? and sent over two diflerenl erasure channels. Now. assunie that R bits per sample are sufficient to achieve the central distortion Do. We call redundancy p = RI + R2 -/ I the difference between these two cases. This redundancy represents the price we have lo pay to reduce the effect of losses. Our target is to find filter banks which niininiizes the side distortions for a given fixed redundancy p. The synthesis part of the system can he analyzed in a similar fashion.
As a first step we decompose the matrix H ( w ) into the product of two matrices M ( w ) and T ( w ) We can now state the following llieorem:
H ( w ) = T ( w ) M ( w ) . (3)

Af(w) is a unitary decorrelating matrix that diapnalizes the input covariance matrix R,(w). Thus: R,(w) = A,J(w)A(w)A,f'(w)
Even though it is not possible to extend this result to the case of more than two channels, it is possible lo Imd some appmximate solutions to this pmhlem.
OVERSAMPLED FILTER RANKS
We now focus on the case AI > N and we assume that there are no more than M -N erasures. In this case we do not make any assumptions on the input source. However. we use a slatistical model for the quantization error; Ihe reconstmction then depcnds only on the characleristics of the filter hank. We will use notation: 1 F fix a tight frame. IJF for a uniform franle and UTP for auniform light frame. 
H+(,) = (H'(~)H(~))-'H*(~). ( 6 )
A frame implemented with filter banks is uniform if: lIIi; [n] 
Examples of Strongly Uniform Frames
It will be shown in next sections that strongly uniform tight fmnies constitute an important class of franies. We propose the following factorization to design polyphase matrices corresponding lo strongly uniform tight frames:
where F is a uniform tight frame in C" and U ( w ) is an N x N paraunitary matrix. It is easy lo see that such a polyphase matrix corresponds to a strongly uniform tight iranie. Although we cannot claim that our factorization includes all possible strongly uniform tight frames. we can state the following:
Theorem 2 Define air cquieulence relurion by burullirig a fmme (implemerited with mi FIR owrsamplPdfilrer bunk) with allfrumes rhar resull from rigid rotflriorr of irs element.^ us n,ell as negurion
orsliifiofsonieindividuiiloiies(ie. liijii] --R i [ n -k l k EZ).
When A l = N + 1. there is a single eqaiwlenre class for all srrotigly uniform righrfrariies.
INTRODUCING ERASIJRES
Here we consider the effect of erasures on the stntcture of the frame and on the MSE. We denote by E the index set of erasures and by HE(#) the polyphase matrix after e = IEl erasures.
H z ( w ) is an ( A 4 -e) x N matrix obtained hy deleting the Enumbered rows from the M x N polyphase matrix H ( w ) . The first question to he answered is under which conditions H E ( w )
still represents a frame. We then study the effect oferasures on the MSE.
Effect of Erasures on the Structure of a Frame
Our aim is lo use the pseudo-inverse operator to reconstruct after Recall that by definition a strongly uniform frame is such that: llfi,(w)l* = I, i = 1 ,... M , forallw. Thus. as aconsequence of the previous theorem we can stare that any ovenampled filter bank which implements a strongly uniform tight frame is mbust to one erasure. The result of Theorem 3 does not reveal anything ahout the existence of filter banks which are rohust to more than one erasure.
In [8] . it has k e n shown that a complex harmonic frame in C N or a real harmonic frame in W N is rohust to e erasures (e <_ M -N). The following theorem guarantees the existence of at least one family of strongly unifomi tight frames in which are robust to e erasures (e 5 M -N ) :
Theorem 4 Consider mi oversunipledfilter bonk uirh po1,vphose It is not possible to extend the result of this theorem to the case of more than one erasure. However, il is possihle to compute the M S E with e > 1 when the original frame is strongly uniform and tight:
where p i ( w ) are the spectral eigenvalues of T ' ( w ) T ( w ) and T ( w ) is the N x e polyphase matrix with columns { H I ( W ) ) I~E .
Since the spectral sum of the e eigenvalues of T ( w ) is constrained to be a constant. the minimum in (81 occurs when all the eigenvalues are q u a l and constant. which is true when T ( w ) is tight. 
A SIMPLE APPLICATION EXAMPLE
To conclude the paper. we show how these families oi filter hanks can he used for MD coding of images. In Figure 3 we show a simple example of the use of oversampled filter banks. In this case. we have a three channel filter hank with downsampling by two (i.e.. A< = 3 and N = 2). The image is filtered along columns and rows. and this leads to nine descriptions shown in 1;igure 3(h). Each sinele description is compressed with SPIHI' 1161 and sent over a diiierent erasure channel. If all the descriptions get to the receiver the quality of the reconstructed image is PSNk27.9dB (Figure 3(c) ). hut we still get a good reconstmction quality with only four descriptions (PSNk27.2dB. Figure 3(d) ).
